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Abstract We present a study of using camera-phones and
visual-tags to access mobile services. Firstly, a userexperience study is described in which participants were
both observed learning to interact with a prototype
mobile service and interviewed about their experiences.
Secondly, a pointing-device task is presented in which
quantitative data was gathered regarding the speed and
accuracy with which participants aimed and clicked on
visual-tags using camera-phones. We found that participants’ attitudes to visual-tag-based applications were
broadly positive, although they had several important
reservations about camera-phone technology more
generally. Data from our pointing-device task demonstrated that novice users were able to aim and click on
visual-tags quickly (well under 3 s per pointing-device
trial on average) and accurately (almost all meeting our
deﬁned speed/accuracy tradeoﬀ of 6% error-rate). Based
on our ﬁndings, design lessons for camera-phone and
visual-tag applications are presented.

1 Introduction
Using camera-phones to recognise visual tags is
currently a hot topic, receiving signiﬁcant media coverage throughout 2004 [4, 21, 25]. However, despite this
press coverage and recent commercial tag-reader
implementations [3, 18], there has so far been very little
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research into the usability of applications that exploit
camera-phones and tags. Therefore it is unclear whether
ordinary users are able to interact easily with cameraphone/tag-based applications and, further, what practical value (if any) ordinary users see in these types of
application.
The study presented in this paper addresses these
issues. More speciﬁcally we attempt to answer four key
usability questions: (1) how quickly and accurately can
novice users click on visual tags?; (2) is it clear to novice
users how to use camera-phones and tags in the context of
a realistic mobile service?; (3) what do users see as the
advantages and disadvantages of services that employ
camera-phones and tags? and (4) what are users’ attitudes
towards adopting this technology in their daily lives?
Our study is split into two parts. Firstly, we present a
user-experience study in which we both observe participants learning to interact with a prototype mobile service and interview them about their experiences. This
part of the study primarily addresses questions (2), (3)
and (4) above. Secondly, we report quantitative results
arising from our pointing-device task—an experiment
designed to assess how quickly and accurately users can
click on visual tags—providing an answer to question (1)
above.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
We start by providing background information on
camera-phone/visual-tag interaction generally (Sect. 2).
Following this, we describe our implementation of the
particular camera-phone/visual-tag interaction system
that we employ in our user studies (Sect. 3). The userexperience study (Sect. 4) and the pointing-device task
(Sect. 5) are then reported. Finally, we consider related
work (Sect. 6) and present conclusions and designlessons learnt from our experiments (Sect. 7).

2 Background
The idea of using tags to ‘‘bridge physical and virtual
worlds’’ pre-dates camera-phones [28]. Several ubiquitous

computing researchers have explored this idea, proposing
a number of motivating application scenarios. For
example, as part of the CoolTown project [14], Kindberg
et al. prototyped a museum in which users can scan
exhibits with their PDAs in order to read more about them
and bookmark this information for future reference.
More recently, Microsoft’s Aura project [26] successfully
deployed a similar idea in the real world, using PDAs
with barcode-readers to scan UPC/EAN barcodes on
existing products. Other visual tag-based applications
that have been proposed include an augmented calendar
[22], and a scheme for assisting system administrators
manage displayless rack-mounted machines [25].
The recent camera-phone boom has created a resurgence of interest in tag-based interaction techniques
since, for the ﬁrst time, large numbers of real-world
users own a device capable of supporting the above
applications and usage scenarios. The phone’s embedded
camera can photograph visual tags, software running on
the phone can decode tags and wireless networking
technologies, such as GPRS, 3G or Bluetooth, can be
used to fetch data on the basis of tag sightings.
A number of commercially available products have
already appeared which allow users to scan visual tags
with their camera-phones and download mobile content
[3, 17]. Applications that have been built using this
technology include scanning a tag to retrieve bus timetables [18] and scanning a tag on a business card to
record someone’s contact details [21].
An important consideration is that the diﬀerent
applications and usage scenarios proposed for visual tags
impose very diﬀerent requirements on tag-reading technology. For example, in the bus timetable application
[18], users typically click on a single tag in order obtain the
waiting time for the next bus. In this case, the speed at
which the tag must be decoded by the tag-reader is not
technically challenging: after scanning the tag, users may
be prepared to wait several seconds before timetable
information appears on their phone’s screen. In other
applications users may require access to information
much more quickly. For example, in the CoolTown
museum [14], users may want to scan several exhibits in
quick succession. Similarly, in the case of the system
administration tool [25], users may quickly need to scan
the tags of several rack-mounted machines in order to
check their status. The speed at which users can scan tags
with camera-phones thus determines the class of
applications that the interaction technique can feasibly
support.

3 Implementation
We implemented a software framework for cameraphone/tag-based interaction by extending our previous
work on the Mobile Service Toolkit: a client/server
architecture supporting situated services that interact
with mobile phones [27]. Our implementation of the
Mobile Service Explorer—the phone-based client which

enables users to access situated services—runs on all
Nokia Series-60 camera-phones.
On activating the Mobile Service Explorer the
camera-phone’s display immediately becomes a
viewﬁnder: a live video feed continually capturing frames
from the phone’s embedded camera. Whenever a tag
becomes visible in the viewﬁnder, it is highlighted with a
red cross-hair and tracked in real-time (see Fig. 1). If
multiple tags are visible on the screen at the same time,
the tag nearest the centre of the viewﬁnder is highlighted.
We adopt standard GUI terminology, saying that the
highlighted tag has the focus. Users can click on a visual
tag by pressing the select button on the phone’s keypad
when the tag has the focus.
A user interacts with a mobile service primarily by
aiming and clicking on tags using their camera-phone.
When a tag has the focus, a mobile service may display a
small amount of information on the phone’s screen in a
manner analogous to augmented-reality overlays.
Clicking on a tag may result in an action being performed by the service or a simple UI control appearing
on the camera-phone’s display. We currently allow
mobile services to export numerical data-entry ﬁelds, list
selection ﬁelds and multiple choice dialogues (e.g.
‘‘Continue? Yes/No’’) to a user’s camera-phone. For
example, clicking on a tag to join a queue in our prototype virtual queueing application (see Sect. 4.1) results
in a numerical data-entry ﬁeld appearing on the cameraphone’s screen prompting the user to enter the number
of people who want to join the queue.
When we implemented the Mobile Service Toolkit
there were, to our knowledge, only three camera-phonebased tag reading packages generally available: SemaCode [3], SpotCode [18] and Rohs’ tag recognizer [23].
We evaluated each of these platforms in terms of
decoding latency, robustness to variable lighting conditions and robustness to variability in the phone’s orientation with respect to visual tags. In each of these
areas, which we hypothesised were important usability
factors, the SpotCode Reader performed the best. For
this reason, we chose to incorporate SpotCodes in our
implementation.
Initially based on the TRIP tag format [7], SpotCodes
are distinctive, circular tags with 2 data rings and 21
sectors (see Fig. 3). Each SpotCode encodes 42 bits of
information, a data capacity more than suﬃcient for our
purposes.
Since this paper focuses on evaluation rather than
implementation, we do not discuss the technical details
of the Spotcode format, nor the software architecture
of the Mobile Service Toolkit here. Readers interested
in these topics are referred to other publications
[24, 27].

4 User experience study
Our user experience study was based around a Theme
Park virtual queueing system in which participants used

Fig. 1 Using the phone-based tag reader

camera-phones and visual tags both to obtain information about theme park attractions and to join and leave
virtual queues. We chose this application as a technology-probe for two reasons:
1. We thought that the theme park scenario was likely
to be familiar to our participants; indeed, when we
interviewed our participants, we found that they had
all visited theme parks. Therefore, despite the limitations imposed by presenting the application in a lab
setting, we were able to gather useful data regarding
participants’ impressions, beliefs and opinions relevant to plausible uses of camera-phones and visual
tags.
2. The virtual queueing system required participants to
make heavy use of visual tags throughout the entire
interaction period. Users had to aim their cameraphone at several tags in quick succession in order to
compare the current queueing information for the
various theme park attractions.
The approach of prototyping an application for a
familiar environment in a lab-setting was inspired by
Kindberg et al.’s UbiComp ’04 paper [15]. Note that,
since our virtual queueing system is purely a technology
probe designed to elicit feedback from participants, we
deliberately ignore the technical details involved in
extending the prototype system to a real deployment.
We continue by describing the theme park virtual
queueing application in more detail (Sect. 4.1). We then
describe the participants who took part in the userexperience study (Sect. 4.2), the experimental procedure
(Sect. 4.3) and, ﬁnally, our ﬁndings arising from the
study (Sect. 4.4).

queueing systems deployed in theme parks involve
specialised mobile devices or smartcards lent to visitors
for the duration of their time in the park. In this section
we describe our prototype virtual queueing system that
exploits visual tags and users’ own camera-phones.
We set up ‘‘TagLand Theme Park’’ in a large student
computer laboratory in our building. TagLand consists
of six individual posters sited in speciﬁc locations across
the lab, each representing a diﬀerent attraction. A large
central poster contains a map showing the locations of
the six attractions. A visitor information leaﬂet (handed
to participants at the start of each study) contains a list
of all six attractions, providing some information about
what each one entails.
Each attraction has an associated visual tag, which is
printed on the poster where the attraction is located, at
the relevant position on the central map, and on the
visitor information leaﬂet. For each of these six attractions, holding the camera-phone over the associated tag
causes a text overlay to appear at the top of the cameraphone’s viewﬁnder displaying relevant information (see
Fig. 2). One of the rides is closed for maintenance and
holding the camera-phone over its associated tag reveals
this information; the other attractions display their
current queueing times.
The posters representing attractions and the central
map contain text inviting users to ‘‘click on a tag to join
a queue’’, and explain that they can leave the queue at
any time simply by ‘‘clicking the tag again’’. On clicking
a tag, a text-entry ﬁeld appears on the phone prompting
the user to ‘‘enter the party size’’ (the number of people
wishing to join the queue). After the party size is entered,
using the keypad on the phone, the application records
that the participant is now in the queue for a ride.
When a user focuses on a tag corresponding to an
attraction for which they have a booking, the resulting
text overlay informs them that they are in a virtual
queue. The remaining queueing time in minutes and
seconds is also displayed, ticking down to zero. Clicking
on the tag in this state yields a conﬁrmation dialogue
asking the user if they want to leave the queue. Users
can select ‘‘Yes’’ or ‘‘No’’ using their camera-phone’s
keypad.

4.1 Application description: theme park virtual
queueing system
Theme parks often have long queues for rides. Some
theme parks have addressed this problem already by
devising virtual queueing systems in which, rather than
waiting in line, people are allocated ‘‘tickets’’ allowing
them to get on rides at speciﬁed times. Tickets may be
pieces of paper or may be virtual capabilities stored on
an electronic device. At present, electronic virtual

Fig. 2 Using the camera-phone in the Theme Park Application

Fig. 3 Performing the pointing device task

Shortly before the user reaches the front of a queue,
the phone beeps and displays a dialogue notifying them
to ‘‘Go to Æattraction nameæ in 30s’’. (Clearly in a real
deployment more notice would be given.) When the
front of a queue is reached a fanfare sound plays and an
alert dialogue appears, conﬁrming that they are now
able to take the ride.
4.2 Participants
Eighteen people (nine men and nine women) aged
between 24 and 43 years (mean = 29) served as participants. They were an educated and mostly professional
group. None reported diﬃculties with vision or motor
skills. None worked in the ﬁeld of Computer Science or
in the mobile phone industry. All were mobile phone
users and three owned camera-phones. Participants were
recruited either through ﬂyers posted around the city
and University of Cambridge, or by word of mouth and
were each rewarded with a book token (value 20 UKP).
Our rationale for choosing this demographic was that
it allowed us to identify any general usability diﬃculties
which aﬀected even healthy, younger adults. We intend
to carry out further studies with broader samples of the
population in future work.
4.3 Procedure
Each participant was given a Nokia 3650 camera-phone
and a visitor information leaﬂet. They were instructed to
explore the theme park and use the camera-phone to join
and leave queues for the diﬀerent rides and attractions.
They were told that they could do this for as long as they
liked and to meet the researcher back at the central map
whenever they felt they had ﬁnished exploring.
Structured interviews were carried out at the end of
each session. Initial questions in the interview schedule
were entirely open-ended (e.g. ‘‘Was there anything
about the Theme Park that you found confusing or
diﬃcult?’’). Next, users were asked to make comparisons
between using camera-phones/tags and other familiar

technologies, in the context of virtual queueing systems.
All the comparative questions were worded to avoid
drawing attention to speciﬁc features of the technology
(e.g. speed or convenience). Finally, more general
questions were asked in order to explore participants’
overall impressions of the technology and also their
attitudes to adoption.
We wanted to know whether novice users would
understand how to use the camera-phone and tags in the
context of the theme park application. For this reason
we deliberately kept the instructions given to participants to an absolute minimum. The purpose of the
instructions was primarily to direct the participants’
attention to the features of the application, without
giving precise information about what to do.
4.4 Results and discussion
Our key result is that, within less than 15 min, each
participant had succeeded in understanding and using
every aspect of the queueing system without researcher
intervention. This gives an unequivocally positive result
for question (2) of Sect. 1: it is clear to novice users how
to use the phone display in conjunction with visual tags
in the context of a realistic mobile service.
Although all participants were able to interact
successfully with the theme park application, two minor
usability issues did arise. Two (of 18) participants
commented that they had some trouble with the red
cross-hair ﬂickering on the viewﬁnder, so sometimes
they were unsure whether they had successfully focused
on a tag. Observation suggested that this was because
they were holding the camera-phone just beyond the
maximum distance at which the tag could be reliably
decoded. We expect that this problem would disappear
with further practice.
One participant also commented that ‘‘tags below
waist height were diﬃcult to focus on’’, but added that
this could easily be remedied by: ‘‘putting low tags at an
angle or moving them higher.’’ No other ergonomic
issues were reported.
The remainder of this section addresses our third and
fourth usability questions, reporting users’ perceptions
of advantages and disadvantages of camera-phone/tagbased services, and their attitudes surrounding the
widespread adoption of this technology.
4.4.1 Perceived advantages and disadvantages
Many participants saw advantages to using the cameraphone based queueing system. Eight made positive
comments about having mobile access to current queue
lengths and the ability to change their own queue status
using tags. For instance:
I liked the ability to get real-time updates by just
looking at the tags to ﬁnd out how far I was from the
front of the queue.

I liked the fact that it works exactly the same from
various locations and from the map, leaﬂet and
posters dotted around.
A particularly popular feature of the system was that
tags were contained in the leaﬂet:
Very portable. You’ve got the two things you need to
make it all work (phone and leaﬂet) and you can do
instant checks.
However, a number of participants were concerned
about the use of camera-phones for this type of application. Concerns included camera-phones not working
abroad and being stolen:
it’d be a great place for mobile phone thieves if
everyone was waving around fancy camera-phones.
One participant was also worried that a camera-phone
might get broken on Theme Park rides:
Phones and water-rides don’t mix easily!
Another commented that they were not allowed to use
camera-phones at work:
I can’t get a camera-phone because they aren’t
allowed in schools, where I often work...
Recall that we asked participants to make comparisons between using camera-phones/tags and other
familiar technologies in the context of virtual queueing
systems. Firstly, participants were asked to compare the
Theme Park application with ‘‘entering their mobile
phone number into a touchscreen’’ and then ‘‘receiving
text messages telling them when to go to the ride’’.
Thirteen participants felt that the touchscreen/text
solution would be worse than our camera-phone/tag
application (two believed it would be the same, one
believed it would be better and one provided uninterpretable data for this question). Six of the participants
who thought it would be worse said this because they felt
text messages were much less convenient to access than
our tag-initiated overlays (see Fig. 2). We were surprised
at how negative participants were about the hypothetical
text-message-based interaction technique. A characteristic comment from one participant was:
With the texts, you have to wait for them to arrive,
and sometimes they’re late—could be minutes or days
late; and they ﬁll up your inbox, so you’d have to keep
checking your messages and deleting. You have to hit
more buttons to get your message than with the
camera and tags system.
Secondly, participants were asked to compare the
Theme Park application to a conventional ticket-based

virtual queueing system. In response to this question, 16
participants said they would prefer the camera-phone
system. The most common reason cited for this was that,
in a ticket-based system, one has to carry round several
tickets and might lose some of them—for example:
You’d need a lot of tickets, you’d have too many
things to carry and you might lose the tickets.
One participant, who had recently experienced a ticketbased virtual queueing system at Disneyland last year,
said of his Disney queueing experience:
...[Disney’s queueing system] is better than standing in
line but I can’t cancel my place on the ride and there’d
be queues of people at the ticket machines—and I
have to go to the machines, I can’t just join queues
from wherever I am.
To sum up, participants did see some unique beneﬁts
of using camera-phones to access mobile services.
Although they also had some reservations, these focused
almost entirely on the camera-phone technology itself
(e.g. fragile, expensive, stealable) rather than the
speciﬁcs of the interaction technique.
4.4.2 Attitudes to adoption
At the end of the interview schedule, we asked participants to make general comments about camera-phone/
tag-based applications. Although most of the comments
were positive, a few participants took this opportunity
to express concerns regarding the widespread adoption
of this technology. Two participants were worried about
accessibility:
How well would ... people with disabilities cope with
this technology?
The camera-tag system seems to require quite good
hand-eye coordination, so it’s not good for the elderly
or anyone who is a bit shaky.
We recognise that further studies, with a broader
sample of participants, are required to address accessibility issues.
One participant was worried that deployment of
tag-based services may beneﬁt camera-phone users to
the detriment of everyone else:
It could create a technology hierarchy where cameraphone owners get better services—I vaguely resent
this idea. That’s why I preferred the idea in the theme
park of being lent a device: it seems fairer.
However, on the whole, attitudes to adoption were
very positive. All of our participants (not including two
who already had Bluetooth camera-phones) said that, if
tag-based mobile services were widely available, they

would choose to buy a phone that allowed them to use
tags in preference to one that did not. Nearly half (7 out
of 16 participants who did not already own cameraphones) said that they would be prepared to pay more
for a camera-phone if tag-based mobile services were
widely available.
Of the group tested, all already used mobile phones
on a regular basis. It remains an open question whether
other social groups, who may not already use mobile
phones regularly, would be so open to adopting cameraphones and tags.

run = 48·2=96. Trials with the same clicking order are
presented consecutively, meaning that the clicking order
only changes once between the two blocks of 48 trials.
The order of the trials within these two blocks of 48 are
randomly permuted for each participant.
The 96 trials are divided into sets of 15, each
separated by 15-s rest periods, with a short set of six
trials at the end. The choice of 15 trials per rest period
was not determined by the experimental design; we
simply found, during pilot testing, that this was the
number of trials a participant could perform consecutively before they started to feel tired.

5 The pointing device task
5.2 Procedure
The pointing device task is a controlled experiment that
addresses the ﬁrst of the usability questions presented in
Sect. 1: how quickly and accurately can novice users
click on visual tags?
Our key concern was to determine whether participants’ clicking performance was adequate for even
heavily tag-centric usage scenarios to be viable (e.g. the
CoolTown Museum [14] and system administration
application [25] that we discussed in Sect. 2). Given the
nature of such applications, we chose to deﬁne acceptable performance as a clicking time of less than 3 s on
average, with a clicking error rate of less than 10%.
Participants The participants for the pointing device
task were the same as those who took part in the user
experience study (see Sect. 4.2).

5.1 Experimental design
Our design of the pointing device task was heavily
inﬂuenced by previous work in applying Fitts’ law
models to mice, tracker balls and graphics tablets
[19, 20].
In each trial, a pair of equal-sized tags appears on a
plasma screen, one highlighted with a red box around it
(see Fig. 3). A participant uses their camera-phone to
click ﬁrst on the highlighted tag, then on the other tag.
The horizontal distance between tags and the diameter of the tags varies across diﬀerent trials. Every
combination of eight diﬀerent tag diameters (ranging
from 4 to 11 cm, at increments of 0.875 cm) and six
diﬀerent inter-tag distances (ranging from 18 to 63 cm,
at increments of 7.5 cm) are presented, resulting in
6·8=48 trials.1 Each of these 48 trials is performed
twice: once for each clicking order—that is, whether at
the start of a trial the highlighted tag is on the right or
the left. Thus, the total trials performed in a single test
1
We chose to study these ranges of diameters and distances because
we felt they were typical of those that may be encountered in tagbased interactions with mobile services (e.g. consider the plausible
tag sizes and inter-tag distances that may be designed into posters)

Participants were asked to perform ten initial practice
trials, followed by the 96 clicking trials. For each trial,
participants were told to click ﬁrst on the highlighted tag
and then, as quickly as possible, on the other tag. To
ensure a standard speed/accuracy tradeoﬀ across participants we instructed them to aim for no more than
one error in each set of 15 trials (corresponding to a
maximum of six errors per session). To avoid ordering
eﬀects we ensured that the same number of participants
started with the left/right clicking order as started with
the right/left clicking order.
For each trial, a computer recorded the clicking time:2
the time between the participant clicking on the ﬁrst tag
and clicking on the second tag rounded to the nearest
10 ms. (This resolution was suﬃcient for our purposes.)
An error was registered if the participant pressed the
select button on their camera-phone when a tag was not
in focus, or if the wrong tag was clicked on. At the bottom
of the screen a status bar showed the participant both the
number of trials remaining and the number of trials in the
current set of 15 that had so far resulted in error.
Participants were informed that there would be a
forced break every 15 trials. They were also told that
they could take breaks as often as they liked and for as
long as they liked between trials (although in practice
no-one actually did this). Every participant performed
the pointing device task twice, separated by a break of at
least half an hour. This gave us 192 trials per participant
(and therefore a total of 3,456 trials across our sample of
18 participants). We have made this data available for
download so that other researchers can verify our results
and perform their own analyses [2].
5.3 Results and discussion
Our main result is that all participants’ performance fell
within the pre-deﬁned acceptable limits for clicking
2
Although recorded by computer, the times were measured by the
camera-phone itself. This ensured that the latency and jitter of the
Bluetooth connection (used by the phone to communicate with the
computer) did not aﬀect our data

speed and accuracy (see Sect. 5). Participants’ mean
clicking times ranged from 0.89 s to 2.63 s; number of
errors per session ranged from 0 to 8 (out of a total of 96
trials per session). Table 1 summarises our data, showing means and standard deviations of clicking time and
error rate (collapsed over all participants and broken
down by session). Summary data is also shown graphically in Fig. 4.
This shows conclusively that even novice users can
click on visual tags quickly and accurately using commercially available camera-phones and tag-reading
software. It demonstrates that even heavily tag-centric
interaction techniques are feasible without requiring
manufacturers to add extra tag-reading hardware to
their phones.
Although all participants met our acceptability criterion for clicking time in each session, participants
clicked more quickly on average in the second session,
indicating a signiﬁcant3 practice eﬀect. We would expect
to see continued improvement in clicking times as users
become more familiar with camera-phones and tags.
However, we re-iterate that even the ﬁrst-time users’
performance was, in all cases, already adequate for
usability. (Note that, since our procedure speciﬁed a
target error rate, it would be inappropriate to look for a
practice eﬀect on accuracy.)
Recall that we chose to study tag diameters between 4
and 11 cm because we felt that this was a plausible range
of tag sizes for display on posters. We noticed a slight,
but signiﬁcant,4 decrease in error rate as the tag-size
increased. This suggests that, within this range of tag
sizes, designers should aim to use larger tags where
possible.
Figure 5 shows that all the tag sizes in the range we
sampled are acceptable in terms of clicking time; for all
tag diameters, mean clicking times were less than 3 s.
There was no signiﬁcant linear relationship5 between
clicking time and tag diameter.
Although the details are beyond the scope of this
paper, we found that Fitts’ law [20] correlations on the
data were weak (taking tag diameter as a measure of
Fitts’ target width). This is perhaps unsurprising when
one considers that a camera can be aimed by rotation
about its vertical axis; Fitts’ law models typically do not
account for this method of target acquisition.
When generalising these results to other cameraphones running the SpotCode reader there are two
factors to consider: the optical properties of the camera
3

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) established that the
practice eﬀect on clicking time was statistically signiﬁcant (for
a=0.05): F(1,17)=6.055, p=0.025
4
Collapsing across both sessions, linear correlation between error
rate and tag diameter yielded r= 0.39, with 99% conﬁdence
intervals for q of ( 0.554, 0.189). Note that this eﬀect was also
observed for session 1 and session 2 independently. For session 1,
r= 0.30 with 99% conﬁdence intervals for q of ( 0.48, 0.09); for
session 2, r= 0.37 with 99% conﬁdence intervals for q of
( 0.53, 0.17).
5
Linear correlation between clicking time and tag diameter yielded
r=0.05, with 95% conﬁdence intervals for q of ( 0.113,0.212)

lens and the shape/ergonomics of the camera-phone.
Fortunately, the optical properties of diﬀerent cameraphone lenses are currently very similar so we expect our
results to generalise well in this respect. For example, all
Nokia camera-phones we studied had the same level of
zoom (3.5 mm); other camera-phones we looked at had
ﬁxed zoom of between 2.8 and 4.5 mm.6 To quantify
how performance might vary with radically diﬀerent
levels of zoom, more studies would be required.
With regard to camera-phone shape and ergonomics,
we note that most camera-phones have the same basic
form factor as the Nokia 3650: a display and keypad on
the front and a camera lens on the back, towards the
top. We expect that our results would generalise well to
other camera-phones with this basic form factor. Again,
for radically diﬀerent camera-phone designs further
studies would be required.
Other tag formats/readers have very diﬀerent
usability properties to SpotCodes. For example, the
SemaCode reader requires users to align rectangular tags
within a target area appearing on the phone’s viewﬁnder. Furthermore, there is no cross-hair to give realtime feedback while focusing on tags and, on selecting a
tag, users incur a decode latency of about 3 s. We do not
claim that our results generalise to SemaCode or,
indeed, to any other tag reader or tag format. However,
our experimental design provides a robust method for
measuring the usability of tag formats and tag-reading
software generally. Our work therefore forms a solid
basis for future cross-platform evaluation.

6 Related work
We have already covered much of the related work in
the ﬁeld of visual-tag-based interaction techniques (see
Sect. 2). Here we brieﬂy outline work in other areas that
is relevant to this paper.
There are many related interaction techniques which
also use cameras as an input medium. Most of these
systems involve ﬁxed cameras trained on users [9]. This
approach, pioneered by VideoPlace [16], has proved
fruitful in areas such as gesture recognition [8] and
location-aware computing [7]. In contrast, cameraphones are more suited to the approach often taken by
the augmented reality community in which hand-held
cameras are pointed at objects in the world. A variety of
augmented reality systems based on optical tags have
already been developed [5, 13]. These systems inﬂuenced
our design of the theme park application to a large
extent. In particular, the textual overlays that appear
when the user focuses on a tag were inspired by the
NaviCam [22] project.
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As a rule of thumb, a number smaller than 3.5 mm requires a user
to hold their camera-phone closer to tags than our participants did;
conversely, a number greater than 3.5 mm requires users to hold
their phones further away from tags

Table 1 The tables show the mean (SD) clicking time per participant and the mean (SD) total number of errors per participant
broken down for session 1 and session 2
Mean (SD)
clicking time (s)
Session 1
Session 2

1.60 (0.65)
1.51 (0.64)
Mean (SD)
total no. errors

Session 1
Session 2

3.22 (2.18)
3.33 (2.52)

One of the aims of using visual tags with cameraphones is to alleviate the constraints associated with
small mobile displays and keypads. Many researchers
have addressed this fundamental problem in diﬀerent
ways including panning [12], ﬁsh-eye views [10] and
novel uses of audio [6]. We see visual tags as complementary to these approaches. Indeed, applications based
on camera-phones and tags could also usefully employ
(say) panning and zooming screen displays.

Fig. 4 The graphs show the mean clicking time and the mean
number of errors per participant, for session 1 and session 2. The
error bars show standard deviations

7 Conclusions, design lessons and future work
We have evaluated a commonly proposed interaction
technique in which users point and click on visual tags
using camera-phones. Our study focused speciﬁcally on
four usability questions: (1) how quickly and accurately
can novice users click on visual tags?; (2) is it clear to
novice users how to use camera-phones and tags in the
context of a realistic mobile service?; (3) what do users
see as the advantages and disadvantages of services that
employ camera-phones and tags? and (4) what are users’
attitudes towards adopting this technology in their daily
lives?
The ﬁrst of these questions was addressed by the
pointing device task (Sect. 5) which provided quantitative data demonstrating conclusively that novice users
could click on visual tags quickly (well under 3 s per trial
on average) and accurately (inside our speciﬁed acceptable error rate of 10%).
Although the pointing device task was performed
using Nokia 3650 camera-phones, we expect that the
results would generalise well to other currently available
camera-phones running the SpotCode reader. Furthermore, the experimental design of our pointing device
task provides a robust method for measuring the
usability of tag formats and tag-reading software more
generally. Our method thus forms a solid basis for future
cross-platform evaluation.
Questions (2), (3) and (4) above were addressed by
our user experience study, in which we observed our
participants learning to interact with a prototype virtual
queueing system and interviewed them about their
experiences (Sect. 4). Our key result was that, in less
than 15 min, each participant succeeded in understanding and using every aspect of the queueing system
without researcher intervention. This gives an unequivocally positive result for question (2): it is clear to novice

Fig. 5 Mean clicking times per participant by tag diameter
(collapsed across both sessions)

users how to use camera-phones and tags in the context
of a realistic mobile service.
With reference to question (3), opinions on the
usefulness of the interaction technique were broadly
positive, but with some important reservations. Mobile
access to up-to-date information was generally considered a very attractive feature, with several participants
also commenting that the visual tags themselves were
‘‘easy to use’’. Some participants were concerned about
whether camera-phones were an appropriate device for
accessing mobile services because of their currently
limited user-base, their fragility and their potential for
being easily lost or stolen. However, despite our participants’ concerns, camera-phones continue to grow in
popularity [11]. Tag-based services promise to add value
for this growing number of camera-phone owners
without imposing additional costs beyond those already
incurred by camera-phone ownership.
In answer to question (4) we found that our participants’ attitudes to adoption were generally positive. A
few participants highlighted concerns about the social
implications of providing public services which can only
be accessed via individuals’ camera-phones. However,
all participants (who did not already own a cameraphone) considered that if this interaction technique
became widely available, it would positively inﬂuence
their attitude towards buying a camera-phone.
7.1 Design lessons
Based on our implementation experience and the ﬁndings from our user studies, we advise developers of
camera-phones/visual tags to adhere to the following
guidelines:
1. Keep data-entry on the phone’s keypad to a minimum, relying on tag-based interaction instead
whenever possible. (In the user-experience interviews,
several participants reported that they preferred tagbased interaction to entering data via the cameraphone’s keypad.)
2. Place text or icons that describe the function of a tag
very close to the tag itself. Then, when a cameraphone is aimed at the tag, both the tag and its
surrounding context will be visible in the cameraphone’s viewﬁnder. This prevents users from having
to constantly switch their gaze between two displays;
all the information they need to identify a particular
tag is on the phone’s own display.
3. When small amounts of dynamic information are
associated with visual tags, use overlays to display
this information on the phone’s screen (see Fig. 2).
This allows the information to be seen as soon as the
camera-phone is aimed at a tag, without even
requiring users to click.
Beyond this speciﬁc application-design advice, our
ﬁndings led to design lessons for camera-phone/tag
applications more generally. Recall that, in Sect. 2, we

observed that diﬀerent tag-based applications impose
very diﬀerent requirements on tag-reading technology.
For some applications (e.g. bus timetables) clicking
speed may not be important. However, for other usage
scenarios (e.g. the CoolTown Museum) clicking speed is
more critical. The ease with which novice users were able
to point and click on visual tags in the pointing device
task and the success of the theme park application
demonstrates that today’s camera-phone technology is
suﬃcient to support even heavily tag-centric interaction
techniques. Given the ﬁndings presented in this paper we
believe that all of the application scenarios proposed
in Sect. 2 could feasibly be implemented on existing
commodity camera-phones.
One caveat to this is that the wireless networking
capabilities currently provided by mobile phone operators are often quite limited. Thus, even though our
ﬁndings show that people can click on tags quickly
using camera-phones, the latency incurred due to realworld networking technologies, such as GPRS for
example, may prove unacceptable for some of the
application scenarios proposed in Sect. 2. We expect
that, over time, technical developments in mobile
phone networks (e.g. 3G and 4G) will alleviate this
problem. In the meantime we have demonstrated that
Bluetooth can be used for low-latency short-range
communication between camera-phones and tag-based
situated services [27].
Despite growing adoption there are still some
environments that, for reasons of security, prohibit the
use of camera-phones (e.g. schools, gyms, industrial research labs). This was pointed out by one of our
participants who often worked in schools. For environments in which cameras are unacceptable, other
technologies such as RFID readers or even dedicated
barcode scanners may provide a more suitable platform
for tag-based interaction.
Our ﬁndings demonstrate that using camera-phones
and visual tags to interact with mobile services oﬀers a
viable alternative to deploying shared public technology
(e.g. the hypothetical theme park ticket machine that
participants compared our camera-phone-based application to). By exploiting users’ own camera-phones, the
need to deploy shared public display/data-entry technology (and hence, the associated problems of vandalism
and maintenance) can be avoided.
7.2 Future work
The work presented in this paper should be considered
as a ﬁrst exploratory step. When interpreting our results,
one must bear in mind that our evaluation was based on
prototype technology presented in a laboratory setting.
However, given the constraints of a laboratory
environment, we believe that our hybrid approach,
combining quantitative measures along with observational and interview data, was successful in answering
the usability questions we posed.

We see our contribution as the beginning of a longer
process of iterative user-centred design of cameraphone/tag-based services. In the future we would like to
explore further the implications of using diﬀerent tag
formats (e.g. QR codes [1]) and evaluate camera-phones
and tags with a broader sample of the population. We
also aim to use the ﬁndings presented in this paper to
design, deploy and evaluate applications that exploit
camera-phones and visual tags on a city-wide scale.
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